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Abstract 
Development strategies of commercial aero engine in European Countries and the United States engine companies were mainly 
studied in three aspects which were industry, product and technology. In the aspect of industry, the strategies of coordinated 
development for military, civil and gas turbine engines were expounded emphatically. In the aspect of product, accelerating the 
development of derivative from core engine, making full efforts on being occupation of international market as well as extensive 
international cooperation were summarized and analyzed. Also from the point of technology, carrying out advanced research and 
laying a solid technical foundation were proposed. Moreover, the integration of technologies for military and civilian purposes 
and the conversion between them as well as the strategy of multiple inheritance and less Innovation were also presented. 
Development strategies of European Countries and the United States engines were studied and discussed to provide reliable 
references for the development of Chinese domestic commercial aero engines. 
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1.Introduction 
Development strategy is the fundamental driving force which can ensure a sustainable development of a company 
or even a whole country. It can also be regarded as one of the most essential factors which can determine the win-or-
lose of a firm and even the rise-or-fall of a country.  
In the market of international commercial aviation, a successful engine (or aircraft) company which can solid the 
monopoly position, promote its level or break the monopoly status of the first-class companies and even seek for its 
own monopoly position can be mainly related to scientific planning, well execution and more importantly 
continuous optimizing on development strategies. [1]~[3]  
This paper is mainly concentrated on the development strategy of European Countries and the United States 
commercial aero engine companies, which can provide some suggestions and references for establishing related 
strategies by the domestic research institutions of aero engine and even the whole field of the aero engine industry.    
2.The Strategies of Coordinated Development for Military, Civil and Gas Turbine Engines 
No matter it was during a period of war or peace, all the large-scale engine companies around the world were 
conducted in a big-three form to put them into an invincible position, which were respectively military aviation, 
civil aviation and gas turbine[4].   
The benefits of coordinated development on the three components mentioned above are listed below. Firstly, 
developing a new technical product which can be used for military, civil as well as gas turbine could maximize the 
economic profit. Figure. 1 illustrated the gross proceeds of GE on those three sorts of product which were for 
military, civil and gas turbine purposes. Besides, the conversion among military, civil and gas turbine products could 
also save the cost and shorten the cycle of the research, which could help the company rapidly possess the market. 
Table 1 presented an example for the conversion among the products.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure. 1. the value of sales for GE military, civil and gas turbine products 
Table 1. the conversion among the products for military, civil and gas turbine uses 
Derivative Approach Examples 
Military to civilian 
F101 core engine          CFM56 
M88 core engine         SaM146 
Civilian to military Spey Mk511         Spey RB168 Mk202 
Aviation to land or marine use 
CF6-6           LM2500 
JT8D           FT8 
    Trent          Industrial Trent 
From 
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3.The Development Strategy on Product 
 3.1.Make Derivative Development Rapidly Based on Core Engine 
Nowadays, derivative development of core engine was selected by most of the European Countries and the 
United States as a feasible and effective approach. In one word, each engine company will stick on this derivative 
way on developing until they can’t satisfy their customers. 
For instance, the GEnx engine was derived from GE 90 engine.  
GP7000 was developed by two ETOPS engines which were GE90 of GE Company and PW4090 of PW 
Company. It was a continuous improved derivation based on some proven techniques.  
CFM56 was derivative from CFM56-2 to CFM56-7, which covered the engine market of the second generation 
medium range airliners. 
The series of Trent engine could be taken as a representative in derivative development of engines. This series of 
engines were derivative from RB211. R-R was firstly aiming at developing an advanced core engine and then 
developed the other two core engines in proportion. More specifically, the first core engine was developed following 
the requirement of performance of Trent700 and then Trent700 was developed with bypass ratio reaching the level 
of 6. After that, some improvement was made on Trent700 to make the engine be qualified as the core engine of 
Trent800. While the second core engine was made by scaling down the core engine of Trent800, linear scaled ration 
of compressor was 0.8 and 0.9 in turbo, after which the core engine of Trent500 was derived at last. Hence the Trent 
500 engine with bypass ratio in 8 was developed. In addition, the third core engine could be obtained by amplifying 
the core engine of Trent500, which could get Trent900 engine with bypass ratio also in the level of 8.          
3.2.Making Full Efforts on Occupying International Market 
Each aircraft or engine company has made full efforts on stepping in and then occupying international markets.  
3.2.1 Embraer S.A.  
The reason why Embraer could make outstanding achievement in 1980s’ could be concluded as the company 
positioned itself well in the world aviation industry market. During that period of globalization, Embraer promoted 
the most suitable product just at right time which made the company itself accepted by the international market. For 
better adapt to the market, it adopted a series of ways to build its reputations which including ask for suggestions on 
design from European Countries and the United States, use advanced accessories and systems from European 
Countries and the United States countries for better export, sigh contract with U.S to make better cooperation, and 
establish basic service facilities in the countries who purchased its products. After 2000, Embraer focused more on 
developing new products (such as the series of EMBRAER-170/190). For better possessing the market, it also made 
efforts on broadening its international cooperation and enhancing its capacity on research to promote its technical 
storage and products.      
3.2.2 GE Company[5]~[7] 
The development strategy of commercial engine in GE Company was totally driven by the satisfaction of 
customers. The more satisfied by users, definitely the more market share can be derived. GE laid more emphasis on 
simplicity, reliability, performance, low noise as well as low emissions from the need of the lowest cost of 
ownership by customers. Moreover, GE possessed products which could satisfy different thrust requirement in the 
whole market. The figure below demonstrated the development strategy of GE in the aspect of product.    
In addition, GE possessed of the largest aircraft fleet of the world according to online information. The basic aim 
was to support its own commercial engine market. GE purchased aircrafts and mounted its own commercial engine 
on aircraft for renting. 
3.2.3 Rolls-Royce plc[8] 
Rolls-Royce established its own engine programme based on aircraft development programme which released by 
the Boeing Company and Airbus to realize its market coverage strategy, and tried to meet current demands and the 
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requirement of future development for aircraft customers with the principle of “think what the customers thinking, 
do what the customers urgently want”. Rolls-Royce possessed of engines which had serial and wide coverage for the 
customers to choose and had the capability of producing high-level and high-grade engines with short development 
cycle and low development cost. Rolls-Royce adopted comprehensive maintenance strategy to simplify maintenance 
process and reduce maintenance cost in the aspect of after service. 
3.3. Extensive International Cooperation[9]~[10] 
Because of high development cost, high development risk and fierce market competition for engine development, 
both the largest 3 engine companies which had strong technical strength and the engine companies which had 
relatively weak techniques realized that relying solely on domestic corporation or exclusive company for the 
development of high bypass ratio turbofan engine had some difficulties and high risk for technique and economy. 
Therefore, a considerable proportion of engine companies have adopted the way of international cooperation for the 
development of high bypass ratio turbofan engine to meet the requirements of complementary advantages, allocation 
of risks and market share since 1970s, see table 3. But the partners’ aims were quite different. The aim of P&W, 
GEAE, Rolls-Royce and SNECMA which had strong technical strength were to allocate risks, strive for greater 
profit and occupy bigger market. The partners which had weak technical strength were to master advanced engine 
techniques and occupy a place in the international engine market with international cooperation.  
Table 2.  Summery of International Cooperation for High Bypass Ratio Turbofan Engine  
P&W 
engine 
Partners of P&W 
 
GEAE 
engine 
Partners of GEAE 
R-R 
engine  
Partners of R-R 
PW2037 FIAT(4%), MTU(11.2%) CF6-50 MTU, SNECMA RB211 IHI, KHI 
JT8D 
VOLVO (9%), MTU (12.5%), 
Mitsubishi (2.5%) 
CF6-80C 
MTU, SNECMA, 
VOLVO, R-R, FIAT 
TRENT700 
IHI, KHI,  ITP, 
etc. 
V2500 
R-R (30%), JAEC (2.3%), 
MTU (11%), FIAT (6%) 
CFM56 SNECMA TRENT800 
IHI, KHI,  ITP, 
etc. 
PW4000 
FIAT (2%), Norway (3%), 
Belgium (1%), South Korean 
(3%), Japan (10.4%), 
Netherlands (1%)  
GE90 
SNECMA (25%), FIAT 
(10%), IHI (6%) 
TRENT500 
IHI, KHI, ITP, 
TRW, FIAT, 
etc. 
PW6000 FIAT, MTU GP7000 GE, P&W TRENT900 
FIAT, 
Goodrich, etc. 
4.Development Strategies in the Aspect of Techniques 
4.1 Implementing Research Plan and Laying a Solid Foundation 
Since 1990s, America have implemented many technique development programmes of high bypass ratio turbofan 
engine including Economic, Environmental, Energy Efficient Engine (5E) programme, High-speed Research (HSR) 
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programme, Advanced Subsonic Technology (AST) programme, Ultra Efficient Engine Technology (UEET) 
programme, TECH56 programme (cooperation between GE and SNECMA), LEAP56 programme (cooperation 
between GE and SNECMA), Advanced Ducted Prop (ADP) programme and Advanced Technology Fan Integrator 
(ATFI) programme. Advanced aerodynamics, combustion, heat transfer, structure, materials and innovative, green, 
economic engine techniques were developed and validated. America was being or planned to use these techniques 
for development of new generation of engines and future transport engines.  
In order to achieve the target of developing large transport aircraft and engines in 2020, European Union, based 
on huge amounts of budget and integration of the strength of academic and industry cycles, launched systemic 
commercial engine development programme by classification (component, core and engine) and batches (the 5th, 
6th, 7th EU Framework) to explore and study conventional and advanced cycle commercial engine concept and key 
component techniques. The research programme was summarized in Table 3. 
Table 3. Summary of EU Typical Commercial Engine Research Programme[11]~[12] 
Programme  Time  Investment(million) Partners Development Target 
Affordable Near Term 
Low 
Emissions(ANTLE)of 
Efficient and 
Environmentally Friendly 
Aero-Engine (EEFAE) 
Starting in 
March, 2000 and 
coming into 
service in 2008. 
€ 10.1  
3 partners 
consisting of 
RRD, FIAT, ITP 
led by Rolls-
Royce. 
12 percent reduction in fuel consumption and 
CO2 levels, 60 percent reduction in NOx levels 
with reference to ICAN CAEP/96 standards, 10 
percent reduction in CO levels with reference to 
ICAN CAEP/96 standards, 50 percent 
improvement in reliability, 50 percent reduction 
in development time, 20 percent reduction in 
possession cost, 30 percent reduction in life cycle 
cost. 
Component Validation for 
Environmentally Friendly 
Aero Engine(CLEAN) of 
Efficient and 
Environmentally Friendly 
Aero-Engine (EEFAE) 
Starting in 
March, 2000 and 
coming into 
service in 2015. 
A total of 19 
European Union 
partners led by 
Snecma Moteurs 
and MTU.  
Development and validation of Intercooled 
Recuperative Aeroengine˄IRA˅, 20 percent 
reduction in fuel consumption and CO2 levels, 80 
percent reduction in NOx levels with reference to 
ICAN CAEP/96 standards, 15ˉ20 percent 
reduction in CO levels with reference to ICAN
CAEP/96 standards, 60 percent improvement in 
reliability, 50 percent reduction in development 
time, 30 percent reduction in possession cost, 30 
percent reduction in life cycle cost. 
Significantly Lower 
Exposure to Aircraft 
Noise(SILENCE) 
Starting in April, 
2001. 
€ 11 
A total of 51 
partners led by 
Snecma Moteurs. 
Noise reduction with a goal of –6dB per aircraft 
operation by 2008. 
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Power Optimized Aircraft 
(POA) 
2002-2006  € 99.2  46 partners 
Development and validation of electric system, 
optimized technology of energy management and 
innovative configurations for A330 aircraft class.  
EnVIronmenTALly 
Friendly Aero Engine 
(VITAL) 
January,  2005-
2009 
€ 90.5 (EU  €50.49) 
A total of 52 
partners 
consisting of 
Rolls-Royce, 
MTU, ITP, AVIO, 
CIAM, CSIR led 
by Snecma 
Moteurs. 
Development and validation of advanced low 
pressure system for engines. 20 percent reduction 
in fuel consumption, 6dB reduction in noise,7 
percent reduction in CO2 levels for engines in 
service in 2000,60-80 percent reduction in NOx 
levels with reference to ICAN  CAEP/96 
standards. 
New Aero Engine Core 
Concepts (NEWAC) 
2007  € 71(EU €40) 
A total of 40 
European Union 
partners led by 
MTU. 
Development and validation of innovative core 
engine concept to improve heat efficiency. 6 
percent reduction in CO2 levels, 16 percent 
reduction in NOx levels and reduction in fuel 
consumption. 
valiDation of Radical 
Engine Architecture 
systeMs (DREAM) 
1st quarter of 
2008-2011 
€ 40  
20-30 partners led 
by Rolls-Royce. 
Development and validation of open rotor engine, 
innovative system and optional fuel concept to 
reduce service cost for engine. 
Sustainable and Green 
Engine (SAGE) of 
Component Validation of 
Environmentally-Friendly 
Aero Engine 
(CLEANSKY)  
2009-2014 
€ 42.1˄total 
budget of 
CLEANSKY  € 
160˅ 
Rolls-Royce and 
Snecma Moteurs 
Development and validation of five kinds of full-
scale engine demonstrator consisting of advanced 
low/high systems and innovative core engine 
(including open rotor). 15dB reduction in noise, 
15-20 percent reduction in CO2 levels, 15-40 
percent reduction in NOx levels. 
4.2. Transferring Military Engine Techniques to Commercial Engine and Combining Them[13]~[15] 
Military and commercial engines all base on the common thermodynamic cycle and common components, their 
basic operating principles are common. Therefore, they have dual purpose. National programmes for the 
development of engine techniques are mostly used for military engines, but the 80 percent of achievements are used 
for commercial engines. 
The engine technique developments were mainly driven by military needs since the Second World War. 
Commercial engine was mostly derivative from military engines and was fully copied from military engines indeed.   
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CF6, CF6, CF34, JT9D and PW6000 core engines were military core engines. CFM56 engine even was a 
successful example of developing commercial engine using military engine techniques, see Table 1.  
4.3. The Combination of Multiple Inheritance and Less Innovation 
The last development characteristic for high bypass ratio turbofan engine was the combination of multiple 
inheritance and less innovation. Multiple inheritance referred to widely absorbing accumulated design, development, 
service, maintenance experience and making the most of existing parts and components to keep the inheritance of 
reliability, endurance, maintainability and supportability. Less innovation referred to using a few (10%-20%) 
advanced and validated techniques to improve engine efficiency, fuel consumption and environmental characteristic. 
Both the new design engine of GENX, TRENT1000, GP7000, TRENT900, GE90, PW4084, TRENT800 and the 
derivative engine of RB211, CF6, CFM56, PW4000 were all in this way. 
TRENT1000 engine was a three-shaft high bypass ratio turbofan engine which fully derivative from TRENT900 
components, techniques and the latest verification technical achievements of Rolls-Royce. It had the capability of 
best compromise of techniques and risks, lower cost and easy estimation, economical efficiency for long and short 
range, the lightest weight, better transportability and environmental characteristic, see Figure. 2. 
Fig. 2. the inheritance and innovation of TRENT1000 engine 
5.Summary 
European Countries and the United States commercial engine companies have obtained mature techniques, 
remarkable achievements, rich experience of design and management for 70 years of development. The engine 
development of China has just started and had no experience to talk. In order to develop Chinese own commercial 
engine, China should intensively study the development strategy of European Countries and the United States 
commercial engine companies for learning experience and avoiding the risk of failure. Looking forward to the early 
realization of mounting Chinese own commercial engine on aircrafts.  
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